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Rates Remission Policy

Rates remission
policy
Introduction
In order to allow rates relief where it is considered fair and
reasonable to do so, Council is required to adopt policies
specifying the circumstances under which rates will
be considered for remission. There are various types of
remission, and the circumstances under which a remission
will be considered for each type may be different. The
conditions and criteria relating to each type of remission
are therefore set out separately in the following pages,
together with the objectives of the policy.
This policy is prepared under section 109 of the Local
Government Act 2002 for consultation using the special
consultative procedure laid down in section 83 of that Act.

Part 1 – Remission for
community, sporting and
other organisations
Objectives of the policy
To facilitate the ongoing provision of non-commercial
community services that meet the needs of the residents
of the city.
To facilitate the ongoing provision of non-commercial
recreational opportunities for the residents of the city.
To assist the organisations’ survival.
To make membership of the organisations more accessible
to the general public; particularly disadvantaged groups.
These include children, youth, young families, aged people
and economically disadvantaged people.

Conditions and criteria
Council may remit rates where the application meets the
following criteria:

•

•

•

•
•

the policy will apply to land owned by Council or
owned and occupied by a charitable organisation,
which is used exclusively or principally for sporting,
recreation or community purposes.
the policy does not apply to organisations operated
for private pecuniary profit.
the policy will also not apply to groups or
organisations whose primary purpose is to address
the needs of adult members (over 18 years) for
entertainment or social interaction, or who engage
in recreational, sporting or community services as a
secondary purpose only.

Applications for remission must be made in writing
to Council prior to the commencement of the rating
year. Applications received during a rating year will be
applicable from the commencement of the following rating
year. Applications will not be backdated.
Organisations making application should include the
following documents in support of their application:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

statement of objectives
financial accounts
information on activities and programmes
details of membership or clients
any remission granted in relation to the general rate
under this policy will be 50 per cent of the amount
charged
qualifying organisations rated in the Community
Facilities differential 1 (CF1) and 2 (CF2) categories will
be eligible for rates remission under this policy
the policy shall apply to such organisations as are
approved by Council as meeting the relevant criteria.
no remission will be granted on targeted rates for
water supply under this policy
remission of targeted rates for wastewater disposal
under this policy will only be granted as follows, to the
types of organisations specified:
•
places of religious worship will be charged for a

•
•

maximum of two pans, except in circumstances
where it is evident that there is regular weekday
use of the building for non-worship purposes
child care facilities will be charged for a
maximum of two pans
sports clubs will be charged for a maximum of
two pans
no more than 200 pans are to be charged on
any one property
mārae and other similar meeting places are to
be charged for a maximum of two pans.

Delegations
Council may delegate the authority to make such
approvals to particular Council officers as specified by a
resolution of Council.

Part 2 – Remission of penalties
added to unpaid rates
Objective of the policy
To enable Council to act fairly and reasonably in its
consideration of penalties on rates which have not been
paid by the due date.

Delegations
Decisions on the remission of penalties may be delegated
to Council officers or a Committee of Council. All
delegations will be recorded in Council’s delegations
register.

Part 3 – Remission of targeted
rates in certain circumstances
Objective of the policy
The objective of this remission is to promote fairness in
the application of rating by allowing the Council to remit
targeted rates assessed as fixed charges in circumstances
where it is equitable to do so.

Conditions and criteria
A remission may be granted of all or part of a targeted rate
set as a fixed charge per separately used or inhabited part
(SUIP) where the application meets one of the following
criteria:
•

Conditions and criteria
Upon receipt of an application from the ratepayer, or if
identified by Council, Council may remit a penalty where
it considers that it is fair and equitable to do so. Matters
that will be taken into consideration by Council include the
following:
•
•
•
•

the ratepayer’s payment history
the impact on the ratepayer of extraordinary events
the payment of the full amount of rates due
the ratepayer entering into an agreement with
Council for the payment of rates.

Council reserves the right to impose conditions on the
remission of penalties.

•

•

•

rating units used for residential purposes in
separate ownership and contiguous (ie, sharing a
boundary and in common usage, as that they should
reasonably be treated as a single unit). This includes
but is not limited to situations where the secondary
unit is used solely as a private garden or for vehicle
parking
rating units used for residential purposes and that
include a separately used or inhabited part occupied
by a dependent member of the family of the owner
for land classified as residential or rural under the
council’s operative district plan, targeted rates for
refuse and recycling may be remitted where the
service is not provided to the rating unit
rating units or an SUIP with a dwelling that has been
damaged by fire and as a result is uninhabitable.

Owners wishing to claim a remission under this policy are
required to make a written application and to supply such
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evidence as may be requested to verify that a remission
should be granted under this policy. While a remission may
be granted for the current year, no consideration will be
given to applications relating to prior years.

Delegations

In granting remissions under this part of the policy, Council
may specify certain conditions before granting remission.
Applicants will be required to agree in writing to these
conditions and to pay any remitted rates if the conditions
are violated.

Council will delegate authority to consider and approve
applications to Council officers.

Council will decide what amount of rates will be remitted on
a case-by-case basis, subject to a maximum amount of 50
per cent of rates owing per year.

Part 4 – Remission on land
protected for natural, historic or
cultural conservation purposes

Applications for the remission of rates for protection of
heritage will be considered by a Committee of Council,
acting under delegated authority from Council.

Objective of the policy
To protect and promote significant natural areas, culturally
significant sites, historic buildings, structures and places,
and archaeological sites.
This policy will support the provisions of the District Plan
where a number of these features have been identified.

Conditions and criteria
Ratepayers who own rating units that include significant
natural areas, culturally significant sites, historic buildings,
structures and places, and archaeological sites, including
those identified in the District Plan, and who have voluntarily
protected these features, may qualify for remission of rates
under this part of the policy.
Land that is non-rateable under section 8 of the Local
Government (Rating) Act 2002 and is liable only for rates for
water supply, wastewater disposal or refuse collection will
not qualify for remission under this part of the policy.
Applications must be made in writing. Applications should
be supported by documentary evidence of the protected
status of the rating unit; eg, a copy of the covenant or other
legal mechanism.
In considering any application for remission of rates under
this part of the policy, Council will consider the following
criteria:
•

•

•

The extent to which the protection and promotion
of significant natural areas, culturally significant
sites, historic buildings, structures and places, and
archaeological sites will be promoted by granting
remission of rates on the rating unit
The degree to which the significant natural areas,
culturally significant sites, historic buildings,
structures and places, and archaeological sites are
present on the land
The degree to which the significant natural areas,
culturally significant sites, historic buildings,
structures and places, and archaeological sites
inhibit the economic utilisation of the land.

Part 5 – Rates remission
and grants for economic
development
Objectives of the policy
To promote employment and economic development
within the city of Lower Hutt by offering rates remission
and economic development grants to:
•
•

encourage new businesses to become established in
or relocate to the city
encourage existing businesses in the city to expand
and grow.

This policy is one of a number of initiatives for businesses
that Council has in place to assist in achieving the
outcomes set out in its Economic Development Plan
2015–2020.

Rates remission for economic development
Conditions and criteria
This part of the policy applies to commercial and/or
industrial developments that involve the construction,
erection or alteration of any building or buildings, or other
works intended to be used for industrial, commercial or
administrative purposes. Residential developments will not
qualify for remission under this part of the policy.
For an application for rates remission for economic
development to be considered, applicants must meet all
the criteria in either 5.3 or 5.4 (below).
Each application made under Part 5 of this policy will
be considered on a case-by-case basis. Satisfaction of
the criteria outlined in this policy does not guarantee a
remission of rates. The final decision to grant a remission of
rates will be at Council’s sole discretion.

General criteria
The development must be of strategic importance for

the future economic development of the city. This may
be demonstrated by the scale, type or nature of the
development.
The development will create new employment
opportunities. Generally a development targeted at a new
business to the city would be expected to immediately
create at least 50 new full-time-equivalent jobs in Lower
Hutt, and developments that target an existing business
would be expected to immediately increase its full-time
equivalent staff numbers by:
over 50 per cent of existing full-time equivalent jobs; or
at least 50 new full-time equivalent jobs, whichever is
the lesser.
The development is unlikely to be in competition with
existing businesses. Generally the applicant will be required
to demonstrate that the development will create little or
no competition with existing businesses, or that there is
unfulfilled demand in the market for the type of business
that will be targeted.
The development will bring a significant amount of new
capital investment into the city. The amount of new
investment should be not less than $2,500,000 unless the
business falls within the category identified in 2 below.
Consideration will be given to the extent that the new
development would increase the rating base.

Criteria regarding innovative or rare types of
business for Lower Hutt using advanced science
and/or advanced technology
Developments that attract new or grow existing innovative
or rare types of business for Lower Hutt using advanced
science and/or advanced technology are likely to be more
favourably considered for remission. Where this type of
business does not initially meet the criteria for employment
creation or new capital investment as outlined above:
•

•

•

The development must be of strategic importance for
the future economic development of the city. This will
be demonstrated by the advanced science and/or
advanced technology nature of the development.
The development is unlikely to be in competition
with existing businesses. Generally the applicant will
be required to demonstrate that the development
will create little or no competition with existing
businesses, or that there is unfulfilled demand in the
market for the type of business that will be targeted.
The applicant must demonstrate, through recognised
research and development programmes; and/
or through ownership or access to recognised
intellectual property rights, that it has a realistic
future potential to meet the criteria for employment
creation and new capital investment, as outlined
above, within three years.

To further assist in considering applications for remission
under this part of the policy, Council will also have regard to
the extent applications meet all or some of the additional
guidelines outlined in 5.7.

Grants for economic development
Conditions and criteria
This part of the policy applies to the establishment or
relocation of commercial and/or industrial businesses new
to Lower Hutt and the expansion of existing commercial
and/or industrial businesses in Lower Hutt that does not
involve the construction, erection or major alteration of
any building or buildings intended to be used for industrial,
commercial or administrative purposes.
Residential activity will not qualify for grants under this part
of the policy.
For an application for economic development grants to be
considered, applicants must meet all the criteria in 5.6.
Each application will be considered on a case-by-case
basis. Satisfaction of the criteria outlined in 5.6 of this Policy
does not guarantee an economic development grant. The
final decision to approve an economic development grant
will be at Council’s sole discretion.

General criteria
The business must be of strategic importance for the
future economic development of the city. This may be
demonstrated by the scale, type or nature of the business.
The business will create new employment opportunities.
Generally a new business to the city would be expected to
immediately create at least 50 new full-time-equivalent
jobs in Lower Hutt. Existing business would be expected to
immediately increase its full-time equivalent staff numbers
by at least 50 new full-time equivalent jobs.
The business is unlikely to be in direct competition with
existing businesses. Generally the applicant will be required
to demonstrate that the business will create little or no
competition with existing businesses.
The business demonstrates a long-term commitment to
remain and operate in the city. Property ownership or a
long-term lease of property (a minimum of six years) may
be accepted as a proof of commitment.
To further assist in considering applications for economic
development grants under this part of the policy, Council
will also have regard to the extent applications meet all or
some of the additional guidelines outlined in 5.7.
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Additional guidelines
These additional guidelines have been developed to
assist in assessing the suitability of an application for an
economic development grant and in determining at what
level, if any, an economic development grant should be
set. Only when an application has been shown to meet
the mandatory criteria outlined in 5.6 will the additional
guidelines in 5.7 be applied (as applicable).

•

property rights (if applicable)
evidence of future commercial potential of use of that
intellectual property (if applicable).

Where the applicant is not the owner or the ratepayer of
the property, the applicant must provide written proof of
support from the property owner. If the applicant is a lessee
then the lease expiry date should be stated, as well as any
rights of renewal etc.

As additional considerations in considering an application
for rates remission, Council will have regard to:

In considering applications, Council may seek independent
verification of any information provided on an application.

•

Each application will be considered on a case-by-case
basis. Satisfaction of the criteria outlined in 5.3, 5.4 and
5.6 does not guarantee a remission of rates or economic
development grant. The final decision to approve a
remission of rates or an economic development grant will
be at Council’s sole discretion.

•
•

the extent that the new or expanded business would
increase economic activity in the city
whether the business has minimal impact on the
environment in terms of air, water or soil
whether it is likely that any grant provided
would encourage the business to proceed with
establishment, relocation or expansion in the city.

Application process
Applications must be made in writing and received allowing
sufficient time to be able to consider them prior to the
commencement of construction or relocation or expansion
of the business.
Commencement of construction will be deemed to have
occurred when the activity for which a building consent has
been issued is substantially under way and progressing.
Establishment, relocation or expansion of the business
will be deemed to have occurred once occupancy of the
business personnel has occurred.
For the purposes of this policy, a development is any
project or group of projects requiring one or more building
consents that, as a body of work, occurs within a similar
timeframe, and that stands alone as a complete activity in
and of itself.
This policy does not exclude the potential for more than one
development to occur on the same site. Applications must
be supported by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a description of the development or business
a plan of the development or business premises
(where possible)
an estimate of costs of the development (for rates
remission applications only)
an indication of the businesses that will be attracted
by the development
an estimate of the likely number and type of jobs
created by the development or business
evidence that the jobs (positions) created are new to
Lower Hutt
an environmental impact report (if applicable)
evidence of ownership or access to intellectual

Remissions of rates approved will generally be not less than
50 per cent, and may be up to a maximum of 100 percent,
of the rates assessed by Council on the capital value of the
new investment only, and for up to a maximum remission
period of three years. Rates to be paid to Greater Wellington
Regional Council cannot be remitted under this policy.
Economic development grants approved will generally be
for not less than 50 per cent, and may be up to a maximum
of 100 per cent, of the equivalent value of the rates assessed
by Council on the capital value of the premises occupied by
the business, and for up to a maximum remission period of
three years.
In approving rates remissions or economic development
grants under this policy, Council may in its discretion
specify certain conditions before granting the rates
remission or economic development grant, having regard
to the criteria and the application process specified in
this policy. Applicants will be required to agree in writing
to these conditions and to pay any remitted rates or
economic development grants provided if the conditions
are violated.

Delegations
Applications for remission of rates and economic
development grants for economic development will be
decided by the Policy, Finance and Strategy Committee,
acting under delegated authority from Council.

Appeal
Applicants may appeal against:
•

•

a decision to decline a remission of rates or not
approve a full remission of rates; or not approve an
economic development grant;
conditions imposed when a remission of rates or

•

economic development grant has been approved.
appeals will be heard by the Policy, Finance and
Strategy Committee of Council.

Exclusions
This policy does not apply to Council developments.

Part 6 – Remission for
residential land in commercial
or in industrial areas
Objective of the policy
To ensure that owners of residential rating units situated in
commercial or industrial areas are not unduly penalised
by the zoning decisions of this Council and previous local
authorities.

Conditions and criteria
To qualify for remission under this part of the policy the
rating unit must:
•

•

be situated within an area of land that has been
zoned for commercial or industrial use. Ratepayers
can determine the zoning of their property by
inspecting the District Plan, copies of which are
available at Council offices
be listed as a ‘residential’ property for differential
rating purposes. Ratepayers wishing to ascertain
whether their property is treated as a residential
property may inspect Council’s rating information
database at Council offices.

Those ratepayers wishing to claim remission under this part
of the policy must make an application on the prescribed
form (available from Council offices).
The application for rates remission must be made
to Council prior to the commencement of the rating
year. Applications received during a rating year will be
applicable from the commencement of the following rating
year. Applications will not be backdated.
If an application is approved, Council will direct its
valuation service provider to inspect the rating unit and
prepare a valuation that will treat the rating unit as if it
were a comparable rating unit elsewhere in the district.
The ratepayer may be asked to contribute to the cost of
this valuation. Ratepayers should note that the valuation
service provider’s decision is final and there are no
statutory rights of objection or appeal for values done in
this way.
The amount of remission granted under this part of the policy
will be limited to the difference between the rates charged on
the original value and the rates chargeable on the valuation
of the rating unit as a house in a residential area.

Delegations
Applications for remission under this part of the policy
will be determined by officers of Council, acting under
delegated authority from Council as specified in the
delegations register.

Part 7 – Remission of
wastewater charges to schools
Objective of the policy
To provide relief and assistance to educational
establishments as defined in Schedule 1 Part 1 clause 6 of
the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 in paying charges
for wastewater services.

Conditions and criteria
This part of the policy will apply only to educational
establishments as defined in Schedule 1 Part 1 clause 6 of
the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002.
The policy does not apply to any school house, or any part
of a school used for residential purposes.
The wastewater charge to any educational establishment
in any one year will be the lesser of either:
1.

2.

The amount of the targeted rate for wastewater,
calculated based on the actual number of toilet pans
in the establishment; or
The amount of the targeted rate for wastewater
calculated based on a notional number of toilet pans
in the establishment, determined according to the
following formula:
Based on the establishment’s water
consumption for the previous financial
year, each 200m3 of water used, or
part thereof, shall count as one toilet pan.

Where the charge made is based on the notional number
of toilet pans, the amount of the remission allowed will
amount to the difference between the calculations set out
in a and b above.

Part 8 – Remission of rates and
charges on land affected by
natural calamity
Objective of the policy
To provide relief and assistance to any ratepayer where
the use that may be made of any rating unit has been
detrimentally affected by erosion, subsidence, submersion
or other natural calamity.
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Conditions and criteria
This part of the policy will apply to any rating unit affected
by natural calamity.
In the case of residential rating units, up to 100 per cent of all
rates and charges, including charges made for water and
wastewater services and refuse, recycling and green waste
services, may be remitted for the period during which the
buildings are uninhabitable.
In the case of all other rating units, up to 100 per cent of all
rates and charges, including charges made for water and
wastewater services, may be remitted for the period during
which the rating unit is unable to be fully utilised, or utilised
to the same extent as it was prior to the occurrence of the
natural calamity.
Applications are required to be made in writing by the
ratepayer.
Applications will generally only be considered for
assistance where the rating unit is uninhabitable or
unusable for a period exceeding one month.
The application must describe the nature of the natural
calamity, and outline the steps that the owner has taken, or
will be taking, to return the rating unit to a usable state, and
provide an estimate of the time the rating unit is expected
to be affected.
The amount of remission granted in any individual case will
be determined based on the severity of the damage to the
rating unit, as well as the individual circumstances of the
ratepayer and the financial circumstances of Council.
Applicants for a remission under this part of the policy
will also be deemed eligible to be considered for a
postponement of rates under the Rates Postponement
Policy. Assistance granted may therefore be in the form
of either a postponement or a remission of rates, or a
combination of both; whichever is most appropriate in the
individual circumstances.
Any rates postponed on rating units affected by natural
calamity may at a later date be considered for a remission
under this policy, when the full extent and duration of the
event has become more clearly defined.
All applications must be made in writing by the ratepayer
within three months of the event.

Delegations
Applications for remission under this part of the policy
will be decided by a committee of Council, acting under
delegated authority.

Part 9 – Remission of rates –
transition
Rural to residential
Objective of the policy
A rates remission may be granted to phase in the increase
to the Hutt City Council General Rate payable due to
a rating unit moving from the Rural to the Residential
differential rating category.

differential rating category.
If granted, this remission will last for one rating year, and will
be calculated as follows:
•
•
•

Rating value * 21/22 Commercial Central differential
rate in the dollar (x)
Rating value * 20/21 Commercial Accommodation
differential rate in the dollar (y)
(x) – (y) / 2 = remission.

Conditions and criteria
This policy applies to a rating unit where there is an
increase in the Hutt City Council General rate due to the
differential rating category of the rating unit changing from
Rural to Residential as the result of the 10-year plan
rating policy change to align the definition of the Rural
differential rating category with the District Plan.
This policy will also apply to any rating unit where there
is an increase in the General rate due to a District Plan
change that results in the differential rating category
reclassification of that rating unit changing from Rural to
Residential.
If granted, this remission will last for one rating year, and will
be calculated as follows:
•
•
•

Rating value * 21/22 Residential differential rate in the
dollar (x)
Rating value * 21/22 Rural differential rate in the
dollar (y)
(x) – (y) / 2 = remission

Part 10 – Remission of rates –
transition
Commercial accomodation to commercial
central
Objective
A rates remission may be granted to phase in the increase
to the Hutt City Council General Rate payable due to a
rating unit moving from the Commercial Accommodation
to the Commercial Central rating category.

Conditions and criteria
This policy applies to a rating unit where there is an
increase in the Hutt City Council General rate due to the
differential rating category of the rating unit changing
from Commercial Accommodation to Commercial Central
as the result of the 2021–2031 Long Term Plan rating policy
change to remove the Commercial Accommodation
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